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Abstract—Due to the increasing design size and complexity
of modern Integrated Circuits (IC) and the decreasing time-tomarket, debugging is one of the major bottlenecks in the IC
development cycle. This paper presents a generalized approach
to automate debugging which can be used in different scenarios
from design debugging to post-silicon debugging. The approach is
based on model-based diagnosis. Diagnostic traces are proposed
as an enhancement reducing debugging time and increasing diagnosis accuracy. The experimental results show the effectiveness
of the approach in post-silicon debugging.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The cost of VLSI systems verification and debugging has
significantly increased in the recent years as design size
and complexity has increased. Also due to time-to-market
constraints, 100% verification coverage at the design level is an
elusive task. Thus, in addition to electrical bugs, design bugs
may appear in the final IC product. In this case, automated
debugging approaches handling different kinds of bugs can
effectively help to reduce the development time of IC products.
Verification aims at deciding if there is an error in a
system with respect to a specification. The system is an
implementation of a design in pre-silicon verification, and
an IC in post-silicon verification. If there is an error, the
erroneous behavior is returned as a counterexample. Having
a counterexample, debugging is responsible to localize and
rectify the root cause of the erroneous behavior. This process
often remains as a manual task and increases the time of the
development cycle significantly. Automated debugging identifies the potential sources of the observed errors corresponding
to the counterexamples. Each potential source of the errors is
a fault candidate which can fix all erroneous behavior of the
available counterexamples.
Different approaches have been proposed for automating
pre-silicon and post-silicon debugging. Automated approaches
in pre-silicon debugging rely on simulation [1], Binary Decision Diagrams (BDD) [2], and Boolean Satisfiability (SAT)
[3]. In [4], SAT-based debugging is used to debug different
abstraction levels of the system description. The post-silicon
debugging requires a larger effort. The main challenge of
post-silicon debugging is the limited observation of internal
signals. To overcome this problem, various on-chip solutions
for internal signal observation have been proposed such as
scan chains [5] [6] and trace buffers [7] [8] [9]. The techniques based on the trace buffers are widely accepted in the
industry [9] [10]. Even by using the trace buffers, getting
an execution trace of the on-chip signals related to the time
of bug activation is a challenging problem. To address this
problem different methods for different kinds of bugs have
been proposed. In [10], the approach re-runs the chip with
new trigger conditions to "backspace" the content of the trace
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buffer until the traces related to the activation time of the
design bug can be extracted. In [11] and [12], some quick
error detection mechanisms for the electrical bugs are used
to efficiently store the erroneous behavior related to the bug
activation time in the trace buffer.
The works in [13] and [14] use randomly generated test patterns to obtain more counterexamples for automating debugging and to apply automatic correction. Automatic correction
increases the computational cost and is not guaranteed to fix
an error in the desired way. Using random counterexamples
may decrease the diagnosis accuracy, and may increase the
iterations between verification and debugging. In [15], a presilicon debugging flow is proposed for testbench-based verification environments. The approach uses diagnostic traces
to obtain more effective counterexamples and to increase the
diagnosis accuracy.
Here we propose a generalized framework to automate
debugging that tightly integrates model-based diagnosis using
Boolean Satisfiability [16] and diagnostic trace generation
[15]. The main contributions of this paper are:
- a unified view on pre- and post-silicion debugging
automation and
- a detailed discussion of the post-silicon debugging scenario
Our approach relies on model-based diagnosis as an underlying step. Diagnostic traces [15] close the loop between verification and model-based diagnosis. Diagnostic traces differentiate the fault candidates and increase the diagnosis accuracy.
The debugging flow can be applied to electrical bugs as well
as design bugs which slip into the IC from different levels
of the system description. An instantiation of the generalized
automated debugging flow is applied to post-silicon debugging
of design bugs.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces preliminary information on hardware structures for post-silicon debugging and model-based diagnosis.
Then, our generalized approach to automate debugging is
presented in Section III. Section IV describes our automated
debugging for post-silicon to diagnose different kinds of bugs.
A concrete instantiation of our approach for design bugs
is presented in Section V. Section VI presents experimental
results on benchmark circuits. The last section concludes the
work.
II. P RELIMINARIES
A. Hardware Structures for Post-Silicon Debugging
The hardware structures for post-silicon debugging are divided into two main categories: Design-For-Test (DFT) Structures and Design-For-Debug (DFD) structures. Scan chains
are commonly used as a DFT structure in manufacturing test.
This hardware can be reused for post-silicon debugging [17].

During the test mode, the state of all the scan registers can
be extracted by performing a scan dump. Unless two-state
elements are used for each register, which leads to an excessive
area overhead, the test environment needs to be restarted
after each scan dump [18]. The scan registers with two-state
elements are used in [19] for online detection of design bugs.
An overview of DFD structures is given in [7]. Trace
buffers are commonly used as a DFD structure in industry.
A trace buffer is based on an on-chip memory which records
internal signals. The trace buffer includes control logic which
is responsible to trigger on-line monitoring of circuit behavior.
Once the trigger condition is asserted by control logic, the
trace buffer can start/stop recording the selected signals values
[18]. The trace buffer size in practice is typically 1K × 8 bits
to 8K × 32 bits [20].
B. Model-based diagnosis (MBD)
Model-based diagnosis (MBD) is a precise approach which
is frequently used to localize bugs in hardware and software [21] [22]. In MBD, a system model is provided in
terms of components and their interconnections [23]. The
component models describe how each component behaves.
Then a domain-independent reasoning engine calculates the
diagnosis from the model and system observations. SAT-based
reasoning engines have been shown as a robust and efficient
approach to diagnose and localize the bugs, called SAT-based
debugging [3].
In SAT-based debugging, a circuit is divided into components. Depending on which elements are chosen as components, the granularity of the debugging result differs. Typical
choices are gates or expressions, but also hierarchical or
structural information are taken into account [24] [25]. SATbased debugging searches for all possible fault candidates
in the circuit. Given an implementation of a circuit and a
set of counterexamples, one copy of the circuit is created
for each counterexample. Then, the inputs and outputs are
constrained to the input stimuli and to the correct output
response of the corresponding counterexample. Also the circuit
is enhanced with correction logic by adding a multiplexer at
the output of each component. The original output function
Fc of component C is replaced by Fc0 . The select line Sc of
the added multiplexer controls Fc0 such that if Sc is activated
Fc0 = Rc where Rc is an unconstrained variable and a value for
correcting the erroneous behavior may be injected, otherwise
Fc0 = Fc . The select line is also called abnormal predicate.
The number k of active abnormal predicates is controlled by
a fault cardinality constraint.
To reduce the space requirement, instead of running the
SAT solver on the all counterexamples, SAT solver can be
run consecutively on the counterexamples [3]. In this way,
the memory consumption is independent of the number of
counterexamples.
Debugging for sequential circuits is done by unrolling
the circuit for some time steps equal to the length of the
counterexample [3]. The correction logic is added as in the
combinational case and usually the same abnormal predicate
is used for the same gate in all time steps and for all
counterexamples.
III. G ENERALIZED AUTOMATED D EBUGGING P ROCEDURE
Here we present a generalized Automated Debugging (AD)
procedure which uses MBD and diagnostic traces for automation and accurate localization of potential root causes of an

error. AD can be reused in different contexts for various debugging situations. 1 Diagnostic traces help automated debugging
by distinguishing fault candidates.
The diagnosis in a system starts with system observations violating normal system behavior determined by the
system specification. This discrepancy between a system and
its specification is called counterexample. Having an initial
counterexample, MBD tries firstly to localize fault candidates,
i.e., components capable of rectifying the erroneous behavior.
But usually the initial number of fault candidates is large.
Thus, diagnostic traces are introduced to discriminate the fault
candidates and to help debugging to accurately localize the
root cause of the error. More erroneous behavior is discovered
by diagnostic traces and this new behavior should be used to
iterate MBD for excluding fault candidates that cannot fix the
new erroneous behavior.
The inputs of the AD function include a system specification
as a reference (Ref), a system model as an object (Obj), and
one or more initial counterexamples (CEs) which show the
initial discrepancy between the system and its specification.
The output of AD is the set FCs of fault candidates which are
the potential sources of the observed error corresponding to
the available counterexamples. Each fault candidate is a set of
components of the system which can fix all erroneous behavior
of the counterexamples under consideration:
F Cs = AD(Ref, Obj, CEs)

(1)

The AD function includes three subfunctions. The first
subfunction of AD applies MBD. MBD finds the initial set
FCs of fault candidates as potential sources of the observed
errors according to the initial counterexamples:
F Cs = M BD(Obj, CEs)

(2)

Diagnosis accuracy is a function of fault candidates, e.g.,
a small number indicates good accuracy. In general, the
quantity and quality of fault candidates determine the Diagnosis Accuracy value. If the diagnosis accuracy determined
by fault candidates is not sufficient, then the second step of
AD starts. The second step is Diagnostic Trace Generation
(DTG). Similar to diagnostic test patterns [27] [28], diagnostic
traces distinguish the behavior of fault candidates [15]. DTG
works on sequential circuits and does not require a precise
fault model. Section V-B discusses more details. Diagnostic
traces may help the next debugging session to exclude fault
candidates which cannot fix all erroneous behavior:
DT s = DT G(Obj, F Cs)

(3)

Afterwards, diagnostic traces are validated with respect
to the system specification to guarantee that the diagnostic
traces really create a discrepancy between the system and its
specification. A diagnostic trace which creates a discrepancy
is a counterexample. This step is called Diagnostic Trace
Validation (DTV):
CEs = DT V (Ref, DT s)

(4)

1 Actually, a concept similar to diagnostic traces is used not only for
debugging in computer science but also in other sciences (e.g. medical science,
psychology, ...) to accurately discover disorders in clinical cases (as fault
candidates) out of a community (as a system) [26].
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f u n c t i o n AD(Ref, Obj, CEs)
do
{
F Cs = M BD(Obj, CEs)
N ewCEs = ∅
i f DiagnosisAccuracy(F Cs) < T hreshold t h e n
{
w h i l e N ewCEs == ∅ and !DT sLimitation do
{
DT s = DT G(Obj, F Cs)
N ewCEs = DT V (Ref, DT s)
}
CEs = CEs ∪ N ewCEs
}
} w h i l e N ewCEs! = ∅
end f u n c t i o n
Fig. 1.
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Fig. 2. The start of debugging after an error detection on a chip. × shows
the inconsistency between the corresponding responses in each level.

Generalized Automated Debugging Procedure

Finally, the new counterexamples are used by iterating the
process to decrease the number of fault candidates. Figure 1
shows the automated debugging function as a pseudo code. AD
is controlled by a parameter for the threshold of the Diagnosis
Accuracy (line 6), e.g., the number of fault candidates can be
used as a value for the threshold parameter. The number of
diagnostic traces is controlled by the parameter DTsLimitation
(line 8).
To apply the generalized approach to pre-silicon debugging,
Obj is a hardware design at the RTL or the gate level. Ref can
be a formal specification or a testbench. Initial counterexamples CEs are given by design verification tools. In this case,
AD is invoked to search the set FCs of fault candidates such
that the appropriate diagnosis accuracy is achieved [15]:
F Cs = AD(Spec, Design, CEs)

=

(5)

When Ref is a formal specification, the functions DTG and
DTV can be integrated in a unified instance to generate new
counterexamples [29]. However, a formal specification is often
not given for complex designs. In the following, we explain
how AD is utilized in post-silicon debugging.
IV. AUTOMATED P OST-S ILICON D EBUGGING
This section describes how the general automated debugging
procedure is used for post-silicon debugging of design bugs
and electrical bugs. In the IC design hierarchy, there can be
multiple references for a chip as a system. By using different
references, different kinds of bugs are distinguished. As shown
in Figure 2, for post-silicon debugging usually there are
three main descriptions of the hardware system: specification,
design, and chip.
The specification as a golden model can be a formal
specification or a high level simulation model or a testbench.
The specification is used for creating the expected correct
output of a trace in the debugging process. A design is a
circuit which is represented at RTL by Hardware Description
Languages (HDL). Then, the gate level and the transistor level
designs are created respectively by logic synthesis and the
place-and-route processes for chip manufacturing.
After the chip is manufactured, post-silicon validation is
started by running a test program, such as an end-user application or functional tests, or applying the test vectors. An error
may be observed by hardware or software assertions. In this
case, signal traces are stored in trace buffers. The content of
the trace buffer is used to extract the system state, its inputs,
and the corresponding outputs. Then, the specification and
the design are used to check the extracted traces. There are

some shared observation points among specification, design,
and chip which can be assumed as a partial state equivalence
for debugging. Our general idea is based on inconsistencies
detected between different system descriptions which can be
used to distinguish different bugs. As Figure 2 shows, after an
error occurrence, the traces and their corresponding responses
are extracted from the trace buffer. Checking the extracted
traces from the trace buffer in the specification and in the
design leads to four cases. For each case, the general AD
function is configured in different ways to efficiently diagnose
bugs. In the following, we discuss each case.
A. Case 1: Design Bug
In this case (Figure 2, case 1), the extracted traces applied
to the design create responses which are consistent with the
extracted responses from the trace buffer. Applying the traces
to the specification and the design creates different responses.
This shows there is a bug in the design which has escaped
pre-silicon verification and has slipped into the chip. Actually,
the extracted traces show a special sequence of the system
traces which was not verified in the pre-silicon verification.
This is revealed after running the chip for a longer time and
in communication with the peripherals. In this case, erroneous
behavior obtained from trace buffer data (chip) or design,
and expected behavior obtained from specification constitute
a counterexample. The AD function localizes the bug on the
design:
F Cs = AD(Spec, Design, CEs)

(6)

In this case, diagnostic traces are validated by the specification.
B. Case 2: Electrical Bug
The extracted responses from the trace buffer are not reproduced in the design while the responses of the design and the
specification are consistent (Figure 2, case 2). As the silicon is
assumed to implement the RTL correctly, in this case, there is
an electrical bug which can be reproduced neither in the design
nor the specification. The erroneous behavior obtained from
trace buffer data (chip) and the expected behavior produced
by the design or the specification constitute one or more
counterexamples. Then, the AD function operates on the
design (as RTL or gate level) to localize the root cause of
electrical bugs:
F Cs = AD(Chip, Design, CEs)

(7)

For electrical bugs, fault candidates are found on the design
as this allows to access the internal structure of the circuit.
Also there is a mapping between the design and IC components. Diagnostic traces generated by DTG are checked by
being applied to the chip. For electrical bugs, the difficulty
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Automated post-silicon debugging of design bugs

is to generate diagnostic traces which can reactivate the
bug. Diagnostic traces can be generated by considering the
suspected electrical bug type (e.g. drive strength, coupling,
antenna effects, ...) and the layout information. Diagnostic
traces can be applied instead of randomly generated traces
[14] to improve the debugging performance. A diagnostic
trace which creates an inconsistency between the chip and the
design is a counterexample. There are different methods for
applying the diagnostic traces to a chip. Diagnostic traces can
be applied to a chip by hardware structures like scan-chains
or wrappers allowing what-if analysis [7]. In microprocessorbased systems, Software-Based Self-Testing (SBST) methods
are effectively used to apply test patterns [30]. In [31], a set
of instructions, called Access-Control Extensions (ACE), are
defined and used to access and to control the microprocessor’s
internal state. ACE instructions are used to run directed tests
on the hardware.
C. Case 3: Electrical Bug and Design Bug
This case is a rare case in practice. When the extracted traces
create different behaviors in the design in comparison to the
extracted behavior of the chip, an electrical bug has occurred.
In the case (Figure 2, case 3), also the extracted traces create
different behavior in the design and the specification which
shows a design bug. Here debugging the design bug and the
electrical bug can be performed independently and in parallel.
Calling the functions defined by Equations (6) and (7) can
discover the root causes of the design bug and the electrical
bug concurrently:

F CsD = AD(Spec, Design, CEsD )
F CsE = AD(Chip, Design, CEsE )
D. Case 4
After the error detection on a chip, the extracted traces from
the trace buffer create no inconsistency in any level. In this
case (Figure 2, case 4), the erroneous behavior related to the
bug activation time may not be stored in the trace buffer and is
overwritten. To overcome this problem some approaches have
been proposed in the cases of electrical bugs and the design
bugs. In [10], to get and to backspace an execution trace of onchip signals for many cycles leading up to the activation time
of a design bug, the chip is re-run with new trigger conditions.
In each run, the state of the trace buffer is dumped out. This
procedure is repeated automatically until the traces related to
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Fig. 4. Diagnostic Trace Generation method for sequential circuits with
single faults: (a) first time step. (b) second time step

the activation time of the design bug can be extracted. In [11]
and [12], quick error detection and localization mechanisms
are used to efficiently debug the electrical bugs.
Another situation which may result in case 4 is a software
bug or a bug related to hardware/software integration. The
bugs in this state may be distinguished by running N-version
programs (like software fault tolerant systems) and analyzing
their behavior on software and hardware assertions.
V. AUTOMATED P OST-S ILICON D EBUGGING OF D ESIGN
B UGS
In this section, we focus on case 1 when a design bug
occurs in the system. Exemplarily we present AD for postsilicon debugging. Section V-A describes our automated flow
for post-silicon debugging which integrates data analysis of
the trace buffer, model-based diagnosis, and diagnostic trace
generation to be used for increasing the accuracy of debugging.
In Section V-B, we present a heuristic method for diagnostic
trace generation which increases the diagnosis accuracy of
automated debugging.
A. Automated Flow for Post-Silicon Debugging
Figure 3 shows the overall approach which consists of four
steps. These steps are data analysis of the trace buffer, modelbased diagnosis, diagnostic trace generation, and diagnostic
trace validation. In the first step, trace buffer data which is
obtained after running a test program on the chip should
be analyzed and compared with the expected correct outputs
obtained from the specification. As we consider only design
bugs, the design and the chip have same behavior. If there
is an inconsistency between trace data and golden data, this
inconsistency or erroneous behavior represents a counterexample. By having the initial counterexample, the generalized AD
(Equation (6)) is invoked to execute MBD, DTG, and DTV
(Equations (2)-(4)). Here we use SAT-based debugging as an
effective approach to MBD. DTV is performed by applying
the diagnostic traces to a simulation model or a formal model
of the specification. DTG is explained in the following.

TABLE I
D IAGNOSIS ACCURACY
Method

Initial Result

Ran dom Me th od

#C

#FC

#CE

#FC

#CE

#Trace

#FC

#CE

or1200_alu

436

5

1

3

5

41

3

7

153

or1200_ctrl

1865

7

6

7

13

12

7

6

2000

or1200_genpc

732

20

3

12

8

296

20

3

2000

or1200_if

463

5

3

1

9

6

5

3

2000

or1200_lsu

793

3

2

2

9

10

3

7

2000

or1200_operandmuxes

376

11

3

7

8

62

11

3

2000

or1200_wbmux

278

7

10

7

15

13

7

10

2000

B. Diagnostic Trace
A diagnostic trace is an input stimulus which tries to activate
a fault candidate (or a set of fault candidates) and propagate its
behavior to the outputs. The work in [15] presents a heuristic
technique which generates diagnostic traces by only having
fault candidates and a faulty circuit. The technique considers
the X-value as a token for the behavior of one fault candidate
or a set of fault candidates. Firstly the token X is injected
at a fault candidate in the faulty circuit. Then, the algorithm
searches for the diagnostic traces in a way that the token
X is propagated from inputs, crosses only the considered
fault candidates and arrives at outputs. This procedure is
iterated for all fault candidates. After this step, there are some
diagnostic traces which can discriminate the behavior of all
fault candidates. If the set of fault candidates and the number
of fault candidates having the value X are denoted by F Cs and
L respectively, the algorithm firstly tries to find the diagnostic
traces which satisfy the following formula when L = 1:
|F Cs|

X

He u ristic Me th od

Circuit

(F Ci == X) = L

(8)

i=1

If there is no diagnostic trace with one fault candidate
having X which can create a counterexample, the algorithm
tries to find the diagnostic traces with more fault candidates
having X until at least one counterexample is found. The
algorithm continues until L is equal to the number of fault
candidates. The diagnostic traces generated by this heuristic do
not necessarily find counterexamples decreasing the number of
fault candidates. But the experimental results show that in most
of the experiments they are effective to decrease the number
of fault candidates.
For sequential circuits, firstly the circuit is unrolled for some
time steps. In this case, each F Ci ∈ F Cs has one component
in each time step: F Ci = {F Ci1 , F Ci2 , . . . , F Cis }, where s is
the number of time steps. The erroneous behavior of a fault
candidate can be propagated to outputs by each component or
by a combination of components. This behavior is modeled
by inserting one OR-gate for each fault candidate to control
the components of the fault candidate. To clarify this method,
Figure 4 shows a sequential circuit with a single fault where
the number of fault candidates is represented by |F Cs| =
f . Figure 4(a) considers one time step which is similar to a
combinational circuit. Figure 4(b) shows two time steps where
the circuit is unrolled two times. For each fault candidate, there
is one OR-gate. The inputs of the OR-gates correspond to the
variables of fault candidates specifying the X value. The output
of the OR-gates are added and constrained to L.
VI. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
This section presents the effect of automated post-silicon
debugging of design bugs (as described in Section V) on
diagnosis accuracy, time, and memory. The hardware structure

#Trace

is written at RTL with Verilog hardware description language.
The experiments are evaluated on the modules of the OpenRISC CPU from OpenCores [32]. A matrix multiplication
program is used as a test program to be run by OpenRISC
in ModelSim environment. The experiments are executed for
each module independently. For each experiment, a random
single functional bug (wrong assignment, incorrect case statements, etc) is inserted into the RTL code. The trace data is
recorded in the trace buffer of the corresponding module such
that for a time window with 8 cycles we have initial states at
the first step of the window, inputs, and output results at the
end of window. The size of the trace buffer is different for
different modules, but the maximum size of the trace buffer
is assumed to be 8K × 32 bits.
For specification, here we consider each bug-free Verilog
module as a black box module with access only to module
inputs, module outputs, and some internal registers (state bits)
which would typically be available in a high level specification, too. For each time window, the recorded initial states and
inputs are applied to the specification. Then, output results are
compared to the output results of the corresponding window
in the trace buffer to detect inconsistencies and to constitute
initial counterexamples. After having initial counterexamples,
the buggy RTL design is unrolled for 8 time steps for MBD.
The experiments are carried out on a Quad-Core AMD Phenom(tm) II X4 965 Processor (3.4 GHz, 8 GB main memory)
running Linux. MiniSAT is used as underlying SAT solver
[33]. The techniques described in the paper are implemented
using C++. Run time is measured in CPU seconds, and the
memory consumption is measured in MB. In the experiments,
we compare the heuristic method for diagnostic trace generation to a method based on random trace generation.
In these experiments the methods are limited to a maximum
of five iterations between the debugging and the verification
procedures. The number of generated traces is limited to 2000
traces.
Table I presents the experimental results with respect to the
diagnosis accuracy. The first and second columns show the
module name of OpenRISC and the total number of components (#C) which are used for SAT-based debugging as mentioned in Section II-B. The third and fourth columns present
the debugging result in the first session when debugging tries
to find the potential number of fault candidates (#F C) with
the initial counterexamples (#CE). The diagnosis accuracy is
considered to be the inverse of #F C. The columns 5-7 show
the result when the heuristic method is used for generating
the diagnostic traces, while the columns 8-10 are related to
the random trace generation. The best results are marked bold
in Table I.
For or1200_alu, the heuristic method obtains four new
counterexamples after generating 41 diagnostic traces. Thus
by a total number of five counterexamples (one initial counterexample and four new counterexamples) the diagnosis ac-

TABLE II
T IME AND M EMORY
Met hod

Random Me th od

He uristic Me thod

Parameter

T ime

Memory

T ime

Memory

Circuit

#C

Deb. (s)

Ver. (s)

Total (s)

(MB)

Deb. (s)

Ver. (s)

Total (s)

or1200_alu

436

0.44

11.41

11.85

13

0.47

16.98

17.45

13

or1200_ctrl

1865

22.81

106.81

129.62

166

20.55

234.45

255

166

or1200_genpc

732

17.33

214.3

231.63

144

15.9

123.38

139.28

144

or1200_if

463

4.25

7.76

12.01

72

4

81.71

85.71

72

or1200_lsu

793

7.86

27.42

35.28

145

8.21

144.9

153.11

145

or1200_operandmuxes

376

49.25

80.01

129.26

41

45.65

74.86

120.51

41

or1200_wbmux

278

42.83

7.16

49.99

54

42.4

62.78

105.18

54

curacy increases, i.e., the total number of fault candidates
decreases. Also the random method has the same accuracy
for or1200_alu. For or1200_ctrl, or1200_genpc, or1200_if ,
or1200_operandmuxes, and or1200_wbmux, the random
method cannot obtain any counterexample, while the heuristic method obtains the new counterexamples with a small
number of diagnostic traces. For or1200_lsu, the random
method generates some counterexamples which do not have
potential to reduce the number of fault candidates, while the
counterexamples obtained from diagnostic traces reduce the
number of fault candidates. Totally, in four experiments out
of seven experiments, the heuristic method achieves a better
diagnosis accuracy than the random method.
Table II shows the required run time (T ime), and the
maximum memory consumption (M emory) for each method.
The time is related to debugging time and verification time.
The best total times are marked bold. The heuristic method
spends less verification time than the random method in most
of the experiments. Because usually after generating a small
number of diagnostic traces, some new counterexamples are
identified.
Overall, the experimental results show that debugging automation by using diagnostic traces increases the diagnosis
accuracy and decreases the debug time.
VII. C ONCLUSION
This paper presented an approach for automating debugging
which can be used in different debugging scenarios from presilicon to post-silicon. The approach integrates model-based
diagnosis and diagnostic trace generation. The experimental
results on post-silicon debugging showed that automated debugging by using diagnostic traces increases diagnosis accuracy and decreases debug time.
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